
STATE OF ILLINOIS
 
ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION
 

Illinois-American Water Company	 ) 
) Docket No. 10-0203 

Application for Approval of its Annual ) 
Reconciliation of Purchased Water and ) 
Purchased Sewage Treatment Surcharges ) 
Pursuant to 83 Ill. Adm. Code 655. ) 

MOTION TO STRIKE IA WC EXHIBITS 2.0, 2.0R, 2.01R, AND 2.02R 

The People of the State of Illinois, by Lisa Madigan, Attorney General of the 

State of Illinois ("the People") file this Motion to Strike portions of the direct and rebuttal 

testimony in lllinois-American Water Company ("IA WC" or the "Company") Exhibits 

2.0, 2.0R, 2.01R, and 2.02R, which principally discuss matters that occurred after the end 

of the reconciliation year, including a recent heavy rain event in the Chicagoland area. 

These exhibits are irrelevant to this 2009 reconciliation proceeding and should be 

removed from the record. 

Specifically, the People ask the Commission to strike the following: 

•	 Direct Testimony of Company witness Michael A. Smyth (IAWC Ex. 2.0) at 
lines 80-82 (ending with the word "station"); 

•	 Rebuttal Testimony of Company witness Michael A. Smyth (lAWC Ex. 2.0R) 
at lines 12 (beginning with "In conjunction") through 14, 28-47, 48-60, 66 
(beginning with "based on") through 67 (ending with "flooding"), and 73-84; 

• Attachments 2.01R and 2.02R to Rebuttal Testimony of Michael A. Smyth. 

In support of this motion, the People state as follows: 

1. The Commission rules governing the regulation and administration of 

Commission hearings for public utilities state that: 

In contested cases, and licensing proceedings, the rules of evidence and 
privilege applied in civil cases in the Circuit Courts of the State of lllinois 



shall be followed. However, evidence not admissible under such rules may 
be admitted if it is of a type commonly relied on by reasonable prudent 
persons in the conduct of their affairs. 

83 Ill. Admin. Code § 200.61O(b). The code also states that motions may be presented 

requesting the striking of irrelevant or immaterial matter. Id. at § 200.190(a). 

2. Illinois Rule of Evidence 401 defines "relevant evidence" as evidence having 

any tendency to make the existence of any fact that is of consequence to the 

determination of the action more probable or less probable than it would be without the 

evidence. Illinois Rule of Evidence 402 provides that evidence that is not relevant is 

inadmissible. 

3. The Company pays the City of Elmhurst (the "City" or "Elmhurst") pursuant to 

a contract that imposes significant penalties, or overage charges, upon the Company 

during days when wastewater flows through the City's sewage meters exceed certain 

specified limits. l These excess flows are associated with the inflow and infiltration 

("III") of water into sewer mains and manholes in the Country Club district during wet 

weather. In 2009, IAWC's expense incurred to the City for the Country Club district 

included approximately $179,000 of regular charges and approximately $120,000 of 

overage charges, increasing customer charges by 67%. (IAWC Response to Data 

Request MHE 4.02, Attachment 1.) 

4. On the issue of overage charges in IAWC's 2008 reconciliation proceeding, 

Docket No. 09-0151, the Commission's Final Order stated that: 

IAwe should have begun addressing III problems in the "public" side of the 
system -- such as where ground water enters the sanitary sewers through such 
places as cracks, holes and defective joints in manholes and sanitary sewer 

I The agreement calls for rates charged by the City to increase by a factor of lOon any day when peak 
sewage flows from the Country Club district exceed 415 gallons per minute, or when the daily sewage 
flows exceed 600,000 gallons. (Staff Ex. 2.0, lines 113-117.) 
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mains -- earlier than it did. The Company had knowledge of these problems 
and control over the sources and the repair of them. Customers should not 
have to bear the full cost of excess charges associated with III from the 
Company's side of the system. 

As a consequence, the Commission allowed the Company to charge consumers only two-

thirds of overage charges associated with III in the Country Club District in 2008. ICC 

Docket No. 09-0151, Order at 40-41 (July 31, 2012). In the instant proceeding, Staff 

witness William H. Atwood Jr. recommended that, because the Company's efforts to 

upgrade the Country Club district infrastructure and to address the removal of storm drain 

connections in private homes did not begin until after 2009, overage charges in the 

Country Club district for 2009 should be allocated between the Company and customers 

in the same manner as ordered by the Commission in Docket No. 09-0151. (Staff Ex. 

2.0, lines 156-172; 278-280.) 

5. In lines 80-82 (ending with the word "station") of Company witness Michael 

A. Smyth's direct testimony in IAWC Exhibit 2.0, Mr. Smyth describes the Company's 

replacement of 10" sewer main under Grand Avenue and its replacement of sewer force 

main at the lift station, without mentioning the year in which the work was done. The 

Company's responses to AG Data Requests 2.5 and 2.6 (attached) show that these two 

projects were not completed until March 2011 and January 2011, respectively. The 

Company's completion of this work in 2011 is not relevant to the prudence determination 

for 2009 and will not help the Commission decide whether the Company prudently 

maintained its infrastructure prior to and during 2009 and whether or what portion of the 

2009 overage charges should be recovered from consumers. Thus, this portion of the 

Company's direct testimony should be stricken from the record. 
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6. The discussion of events occurring in April 2013 contained in the rebuttal 

testimony of Mr. Smyth, IAWC Exs. 2.0R, 2.01R, and 2.02R, is clearly not relevant to 

the issues in this docket, which is a prudence review and reconciliation ofIAWC's 2009 

purchased water and sewage treatment. The April 2013 rainfall events post-date the 

relevant time period by about 40 months, and the testimony and exhibits do not reference 

IAWC's system. They are not relevant to the review and reconciliation ofIAWC's 2009 

purchased water and sewage treatment costs and rates and should not be admitted into the 

record. Heavy rains in 2013 could not have influenced IAWC's behavior or its overage 

charges in 2009 and are not relevant to the Commission's determination of the prudence 

ofIAWC's actions prior to and during 2009. 

7. When evaluating prudence within the context of a reconciliation review, the 

Commission applies the standard of care which a reasonable person would be expected to 

exercise under the same circumstances encountered by utility management at the time 

decisions had to be made. Illinois Power Co. v. Illinois Commerce Commission, 245 Ill. 

App. 3d 367, 371 (3d Dist. 1993). The courts and the Commission have been clear that 

"[i]n determining whether a judgment was prudently made, only those facts available at 

the time judgment was exercised can be considered. Hindsight review is impermissible.'" 

Jd. at 371. Heavy rains in 2013 clearly arose after the facts available in 2009, "at the time 

judgment was exercised," and cannot be considered in evaluating IAWC's actions. 

Discussion of these 2013 rains should not be admitted into the evidentiary record. 

8. In IAWC Exhibit 2.0R, line 12 (beginning with "In conjunction") through line 

14, Company witness Smyth introduces his discussion of an April 2013 heavy rain and 

flooding event in the City. As discussed above and below, the April 2013 rainfall is 
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irrelevant to this 2009 reconciliation proceeding; thus, lines 12 (beginning with "In 

conjunction") through 14 of Ex. 2.0R should be stricken from the record. 

9. In IAWC Exhibit 2.0R, lines 28 tJu:ough 47, Company witness Michael A. 

Smyth describes heavy rains that impacted the Chicagoland area, including the City of 

Elmhurst and the Country Club water district, during two days in April of 2013. Mr. 

Smyth attached to his rebuttal testimony a news article (Ex. 2.01R) and a letter from 

Elmhurst's Acting Mayor to Elmhurst citizens (Ex. 2.02R) discussing the April 2013 

rains and associated flooding. Neither Mr. Smyth's testimony nor the exhibits address 

the Company's responsibility for overage charges stemming from III during episodes of 

rain in 2009 or address the Company's responsibility for excess flows or overage charges 

in in any other year. Thus, lines 28 through 47 of the testimony in IAWC Ex. 2.0R 

should be stricken from the record. 

10. IAWC Exhibit 2.01R contains a news article discussing "[0]verland 

flooding" in the City of Elmhurst and shows a street with thigh-level flooding. More 

than 20 reader comments under the article discuss flooding in the City. There are no 

allegations in this docket that there was overland flooding in the Country Club district in 

2009 and certainly no allegations that there was flooding to the degree shown in the news 

photograph. It is prejudicial and misleading to suggest that this level of flooding is 

representative of conditions in the Country Club district 2009. This exhibit is prejudicial 

and is simply not relevant to any issue in this docket and should be struck in its entirety. 

11. IAWC Exhibit 2.02R, a letter to residents from the City's Acting Mayor, 

describes the April 2013 rains and the City's emergency response thereto, including work 

by the public works, fire, and police departments. However, the letter does not discuss 
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whether the April 2013 rains caused any III problem in IAWC's or the City's wastewater 

sewer system. Thus, IAWC Ex. 2.02R is irrelevant to this proceeding and should be
 

struck in its entirety.
 

12. In addition to being irrelevant, the news article, 4 pages of public comments 

following the news article", and the letter from Elmhurst's Acting Mayor are apparently 

being offered for the truth of the matters stated in the respective two documents, and 

therefore are hearsay.' As hearsay, it is impossible to question the authors of the 

statements and articles, and the information on its face does not directly relate to any 

matters at issue in this docket. These exhibits should not be allowed into the record. 

11. In lines 48 through 60 of IAWC Exhibit 2.0R, Mr. Smyth argues that overage 

charges in the Country Club district due to III are "primarily caused by weather and NOT 

by 'unreasonable' or 'imprudent' acts on the part of the Company." He bases this 

assertion on the argument that the City also suffered from inflow and infiltration 

problems during the April 2013 rains. However, none of IAWC Exhibits 2.0R, 2.01R, or 

2.02R discuss 1114
, how the City's wastewater treatment plant was affected by the rains, 

or whether the flooding was overland flooding or related to other causes such as 1/1. 

12. Further, the condition and operation of the City's system are not at issue in 

this docket and are irrelevant to the question of whether IAWC properly maintained its 

wastewater plant in 2009. NoneofIAWC Exhibits 2.0R, 2.01R, or 2.02R address 

overage charges or other conditions in the Country Club district associated with overage 

2 Neither the article nor the comments address conditions in the Country Club District. 
3 Illinois Courts follow the hearsay rule, Village of Robbins v. Village of Midlothian, 41 111. App. 3d 899, 

. 90 I (1976), and apply the definition of hearsay found in the Federal Rules of Evidence. See Estate of Parks 
v. O'Young, 289 111. App. 3d 976, 982 (1997). Hearsay is a statement, written or oral, not made by the
 
declarant in testimony and offered in evidence to prove the truth of the matter asserted. Fed. R. Evid.
 
801(c).
 
4 The statement in Exhibit 2.02R from the Acting Mayor of Elmhurst refers to "storm sewers," which
 
IAWC has not shown are the same as the sanitary sewers at issue in this docket. .
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charges, and they provide no support for Mr. Smyth's assertions. Lines 48 through 60 of 

IAWC Exhibit 2.0R should be stricken from the record. 

13. In lines 66 (beginning with "based on") through 67 (ending with "flooding") 

ofIAWC Exhibit 2.0R, Mr. Smyth cites the April 2013 heavy rains in the City of 

Elmhurst as a basis for agreeing with the statement of Staff witness William H. Atwood, 

Jr. (Staff Ex. 2.0, lines 183-185) that overage costs are dependent on groundwater levels 

and weather conditions and can be "significant." However, this does not add any new 

information to the record or strengthen the likelihood of any pertinent fact. It is 

undisputed that heavy rains can lead to inflow and infiltration; at issue is whether the 

Company prudently maintained its infrastructure prior to or during 2009 to limit the VI 

that contributed to the overage charges. Even assuming that events in 2013 are somehow 

relevant, Mr. Smyth's rebuttal testimony does not address whether the April 2013 rains 

led to any overage charges for the Company in 2013, or whether III in the Country Club 

District in April 2013 was a cause of excess flows or overage charges. Thus, this portion 

of the testimony is not relevant to the instant proceeding and should be stricken. 

14. In lines 73-84 ofIAWC Exhibit 2.0R, Mr. Smyth describes the Company's 

intention to (i) discuss overage charges and metering accuracy with the City and (ii) work 

with customers to remove unauthorized connections; it also discusses a sewer lining 

project completed in May 2013. However, Mr. Smyth does not discuss any work done by 

the Company to address III during or prior to 2009, the year at issue in this proceeding. 

Thus, this part of Ex. 2.0R does not strengthen the likelihood of any fact that would help 

the Commission to decide whether the Company's 2009 overage charges should be 
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recovered from consumers; this portion of the testimony is not relevant to the instant 

proceeding. 

15. Striking these irrelevant exhibits and testimony will promote administrative 

efficiency and eliminate unnecessary and irrelevant issues and litigation. 

WHEREFORE, for the reasons stated above, the People of the State of Illinois 

pray the Commission strike from the record the following testimony: lines 80-82 (ending 

with the word "station") ofIAWC Ex. 2.0; lines 12 (beginning with "In conjunction") 

through 14,28-47,48-60,66 (beginning with "based on") through 67 (ending with 

"flooding"), and 73-84 of IAWC Ex. 2.0R; and IAWC Exs. 2.01R and Ex. 2.02R in their 

entirety. 

Respectfully submitted, 

People of the State of Illinois 
Attorney General, Lisa Madigan 

By: /s/ _ 
Susan L. Satter, Sr. Assistant Attorney General 
Sameer H. Doshi, Assistant Attorney General 
Public Utilities Bureau 
100 W. Randolph St., 11 th Fl. 
Chicago, Illinois 60601 
Telephone: (312) 814-1104 
Facsimile: (312) 814-3212 
E-mail: ssatter@atg.state.il.us 

June 17,2013 
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VERIFICATION
 

STATE OF ILLINOIS )
 
) SS 

COUNTY OF COOK ) 

Sameer H. Doshi states that he is an Assistant Attorney General; that he has read 
the foregoing People ofthe State ofIllinois' Motion to Strike IA weExhibits 2.OR, 
2.01R, and 2.02R, in ICC Docket No.1 0-0203, that he knows the contents thereof; and 
that to the best of his knowledge, information and belief, based upon reasonable inquiry, 
the contents are true and correct. 

Sameer H. Doshi 
Assistant Attorney General 
Illinois Attorney General's Office 
Public Utilities Bureau 

SUBSCRIBED and SWORN to 
before me this 17th of June, 2013 

...-......".........................---:::-:::"'::"':""""'~
 
OFFICIAL SEAL 

--.,;,...----r.F--IF-....:...l:::~::=:....-----{--:'N~OT;,....A~R 
MARY JOVAlL 
m~, STATE OF ILLINOIS 

MY COMMISSION EXPIRES 9-26-2015 
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